My formal education in Business Management and Economics left me lacking a schooling in Range Management, a lack that I have sincerely been trying to make up for during the last 25 years. But, with this background I have figured and figured and I still come up with the fact that ranching is the hardest way to make money of any way I know. It is a glamorous, historically fabled, or popular industry that is now trying to excuse its lack of return by saying that it is "a way of life" as though that excused it from having to make a profit or give a fair return on the money invested.
For the last few years, particularly, we have found the industry ever more invaded by the doctors, lawyers, and chiefs of industry who have made their money in other fields and are coming into the cattle business to "play cowboy"-coupled with, the fact that they feel that ownership of land is the best hedge against inflation.
Despite a few, and I do mean very few exceptions, nobody in the livestock industry is making money although they are getting by and that's about the best you can say for it. Well, how are they gettting by? Some ranchers can carry on by living on their "fat" ers see these operating loans as a regular thing now, and expect fine ranches are being sold in their entirety because the economic factors are just too tough to buck. Sadly, the way many ranchers have been able to carry on is by, frankly, a lower standard of living. There can be no doubting the fact that lots of our ranchers today live on an increasingly poorer standard. The obvious inequities of increased cost of labor, machinery, supplies and everything that is purchased along with the fact that the ranchers product, meat, shows no appreciation in the last 20 years has become the "Gordian Knot" that is facing everyone in the industry.
the usual expense of haiing peoRecreation has been helping them get by. This "fringe" inple come in like this and the come from hunters, fishermen or the like must not be disvandalism. we have gotten a fine counted. In fact, some ranchers have found it so profitable, especially compared with their livestock operations, they have gone into the recreation business more and more. On the ranch with which I am now associated, we had a total of over 2,000 deer hunters last fall, that we charged $2.50 each. I wish I could tell you that this was net income but we did not break even, Coupled with
The opportunities to solve these problems are not too numerous despite all of the study and hard work that a rancher can do, Don't think the ranchers haven't tried to Ibe up to date and progressive, but the problems of "cash flow" and raising capital to take advantage of the progressive things in life has nearly pushed them to the wall.
every rancher now has a health control program to reduce his losses. They start out with a comprehensive For example, the chances for improvement and profit in animal husbandry have been pretty well worked over. Performance testing has been utilized and is being utilized more all the time. It is well known and each rancher is trying his best to work it into his program. such as pregnancy testing to eliminate the shy or non-breeders and Agricultural Conservation Program payments which ranchers resystems of consistently calving two-year-olds rather than to go longer without some sort of income from the heifers. Many hire veterinarians on a consulting basis to come in and help them with these programs.
All of the things I have mentioned are obvious and sometimes desperate attempts to produce more pounds of meat, economically. However, it seems to me, that the one place that comparatively little has been done is in the field of Range Management. Frankly although this science is more difficult to demonstrate and requires more hard-to-get capital, the opportunities for economic betterment are larger than in any other field of ranching.
Outlays for range improvement are not just "dead" capital outlays like machinery but they actually return more than any other ranch expenditure to-day.
We may start by mentioning reseeding. This makes better feed at the weakest season on the ranch. In the Intermountain area we find the Spring and Fall ranges are probably the weakest and so most of the seeding in this area has been to crested wheatgrass, to extend the grazing season on both ends. Others such as Russian wild rye are good, too. By reseeding the depleted sagebrush areas, three to five times more feed is being produced on many of the ranges. On this ranch where I work, crested wheatgrass seedings are increasing the current production by more than 800 lb/acre at an outof-pocket cost of $3.28 and year after year these continue to add pounds of meat to our production. The meadows are being improved in certain areas throughout the West the same way and probably just as dramatically.
Improving these ranges has enabled many of us to "flush" the stock and breed better and heavier livestock too. Another factor we have found that is of measurable benefit is our stock milk better when put on these seeded ranges. No doubt, one of the biggest improvements that will come in the years ahead is genetic changes in these grasses to match the productivity increases of hybrid corn and other cereals, because as you very well know, there has been comparatively little done with the grasses we have at hand to seed these ranges.
Another way of returning some-
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thing to the range operator, and I have to admit it is my favorite, would be spraying. One of the little publicized uses of sprays is to kill poisonous plants such as death camas and larkspur, although the latter is much the more difficult to kill. In one small canyon, more than 500 sheep were killed while lambing due to death camas. After spraying, there has been no loss.
The great obvious benefit however, is to spray sagebrush to improve the grass cover. Over the last 9 years I have been intimately associated with the spraying of more than 35,000 acres and watching the change year by year. The improvement is so manifest and with such absolutely minor disadvantages it is hard not to get too enthusiastic over this method of increasing productivity for the private land operator today. For slightly over $Z.OO/acre out-of-pocket expenses, (plus small intangible costs, such as overhead and interest on the investment, and in some cases rent of additional pasture and the difficulties of operating that way for a year or possibly two), the rancher can "turn back the clock" to the by-gone days when the brush was not the problem it is today. Under the varied conditions I have seen, the feed improvement has been from 600 to 3,600 lb/acre and certainly a spray job is good for an absolute minimum of 10 years. In our country we Bave been averaging more than 800 lb of absolutely top forage per aore every year for 10 years. You just cannot let those opportunities go by. If the rancher will set this up on a yearly basis to get his range sprayed under the Agricultural Conservation Program, half the $2.00 cost is paid by Uncle Sam. Using the figures I have just given, you will see that over the 10 years a rancher can get 6,000 Ib of feed for a dollar of capital outlay-a ton for a quarter. Where can you equal that? This goes along with better feed to make more milk and less trailing. On many ranges we are noticing that the water is clearer in ponds and the springs run more freely where the brush has been killed. This goes right into another range improvement that will make a valuable return to the operator-that is water improvement. This is simply looked at as the means of getting the most from what you have. Again, the stock do less trailing and there is less abuse around water holes. We cannot overlook the fact that the stock drinking water is better water, and something about which I have said very little is the fact that stock do better where all these improvements are made. This is an indefinable thing but operators know it for a very real benefit that goes along with better range management.
With all of the benefits I have mentioned is better control of our stock. All over the ranges in the west there is a great cry for more fencing, more herding, better salting and even fertilizing the range as means to better handle the stock. All of this is to get the stock on the best feed at the best time. Now, that must mean best for the stock and best for the range-they must go handin-hand.
Many of my friends operating on the public domain who have suffered cuts in their permits in the last 30 years are now, at last, beginning to reap the benefits of these cuts. They are getting more pounds on their livestock as well as the fact that some of them are getting the return
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of some of these permits on ranges quaintance that you know we have that are improved to a degree not to love this industry or we would believed possible. These benefits not be in it. could not come at a more opportune Technical range managers have time economically. done much, and can do much more, If I have sounded pessimistic and to help the ranchers of the west to a little "hard-nosed" about this inmake a go of it. You can assist imdustry that I love, it is because I measurably by helping sell stockthink we would be absolutely foolish men on the principles of range manto delude ourselves about such a agement and particularly the items vital thing. You men are close that will make the most money for enough to the ranges of your acthem. They certainly need your help.
